Optimise staff time with WorldCat cooperative cataloguing.

- Save time by copy cataloguing the majority of your collection. The WorldCat® bibliographic catalogue has more than 400 million records in 491 languages, and the WorldCat knowledge base contains 19,000+ collections from 6,500+ providers.
- Cooperate with thousands of library and OCLC staff worldwide, who create, enrich, and share high-quality records and collections through WorldCat.
- Receive full support for RDA and continued support for AACR2 standards.

“See the possibilities...”

“I see the possibilities if we start sharing these records with one another ... the time that we could save!”

Joseph Hafner
Senior Director, Collection Services,
McGill University Library
Montréal, Quebec, Canada

An OCLC Cataloguing and Metadata Subscription allows you to quickly copy catalogue most of your new materials in WorldCat, the world’s largest database of library metadata, and provides a toolset for original cataloguing. When the WorldCat community enriches metadata, you receive automatic MARC record updates that keep your collections current.
Manage and automate electronic and print collection workflows in one place.

- Automatically receive customisable MARC record updates when something that you care about changes in a WorldCat master record to keep your catalogue up to date.
- Simplify e-resource management for purchased and demand-driven acquisition (DDA) collections with library-specific holdings feeds from content providers, including EBSCO, Elsevier, and ProQuest.
- Get new physical items ordered through participating material providers—such as Casalini Libri, Harrassowitz, Midwest Library Services, and GOBI Library Services from EBSCO—to users without delay.

Increase visibility of your library’s resources.

- Keep your holdings up to date in WorldCat to
  - help users find your resources in your catalogue and discovery tools;
  - support interlibrary loan locally, regionally, and globally; and
  - analyse your collections for benchmarking, accreditation, and shared print programs.
- Make your collections visible online with the addition of a WorldCat Discovery or FirstSearch® subscription.

“The ability to retrieve records for all providers in one place makes things so much easier. I’m not going to 20 different sources to get 20 different record sets, I’m just going to one place and getting all the records.”

Holly Tomren
Former Head of Metadata Services, Drexel University Libraries
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

“Improved discovery...”

“We now have title-level OCLC cataloguing for most of our subscribed databases, which is amazing... It has drastically improved discovery.”

Maurine McCourry
Technical Services Librarian, Hillsdale College
Hillsdale, Michigan, United States

Visit oc.lc/cataloguing to learn more.

Find more information about the benefits of your cataloguing and metadata subscription, or set up a conversation with an OCLC Library Services Consultant by emailing libservices@oclc.org or visiting oc.lc/contacts.